World Famous!

JUST IN CASE™
ALL NATURAL BAR-B-Q SAUCE

The Boss knows barbeque sauce and he says
"Try it, Just In Case"

Here's a mild flavored, marinade with medium seasoning that works well at
the grill and at the table too.

Just In Case™ Bar-B-Q Sauce adds flavor to slow cooked chicken by caramelize
on the outside of the meat to keep the juices and flavor locked inside.

Use with hickory or mesquite smoke for a sure fire pleaser on grilled steaks and
ribs, poultry and ham. Side dress at the table for extra zip and add to "Pork and Beans®"
for sensational "Baked Bean" flavor!

CALL TO PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!
1-800-598-5973

"It's the only sauce for me."
Patricia Mulickin, Chef

"This sauce makes Hot Wings fly!"
Tom Hakim, CA Cooking Specialist

Every order will include Boss Joe's recipe for Just In Case™ wings.
Single 16oz. Bottle  6-16oz. Bottles  1 Case of 16oz. Bottles
$4.75 each*  $27.00*  $48.00*

*Shipping & Handling costs not included.

Ask Boss Joe about branding
Just In Case Bar-B-Q Sauce
for your company or event.
Visit our web site at
http://www.lassertools.com/justincase
for instructions or call Boss Joe at
1-800-598-5973
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